One of the important techniques to monitor and control large-scale networks today is to implement only at the end. However, end-based control system needs to have the knowledge of network internal characteristics. The paper proposes a novel approach to discover network internal characteristics from end-to-end multicast traffic measurements, which requires no support from internal routers. Our approach is based on hamming distance of sequences on receipt/loss of probe packets maintained at each pair of nodes. As will discuss in this paper, our approach will mainly focus on identification of network internal characteristics of routing topology and loss performance. The simulation shows that hamming distance-based approach can discover the routing topology which is more accurate and efficient with a finite number of probe packets than before. The hamming distance matrix proposed in this paper can also effectively discover the loss performance of the network.
Introduction
As the network grows explosively, tremendous traffic load and various applications drive people to develop techniques to model and control the network, analyze the performance and optimize the network. All these tasks require that the end-system have the knowledge of the network internal characteristics. Discovered internal information such as topology and localized loss performance plays an important role in resource management, loss recovery, congestion control and so on, as discussed in [1, 5, 4] . Therefore, different techniques are developed for identification of network internal characteristics.
Generally, the existing approaches to discover network internal characteristics are classified into three types: (i) setting probers in the network, collecting statistics at internal nodes periodically and generate reports on topology or link-level performance; (ii) characterizing the network based on end-to-end behavior of point-to-point traffic such as that generated by TCP or UDP; (iii) inferring link-level loss behavior and topology from end-to-end measurements.
The first approach requires support from internal nodes. It takes long time and extra equipment or software to collect data and analyze them. Usually only authorized network administrator and developer can perform the task. The approach cannot update the network internal information in time, neither is it scalable. The second approach keeps the same problem as the first one. The only difference is that it is performed in the edge of the network. Compared with the former two approaches, the third one is the most intelligent approach. It infers network internal characteristics from end-to-end measurements, without internal network cooperation. This is called network tomography which is very hot in recent years because the end-based inference approach is much more practical and scalable than previous approaches.
The first crucial step in the tomography process is topology identification. There has been much research on topology inference from end-to-end measurements as showed in [2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10] . Based on identified topology, more internal characteristics such as loss performance, link delay can be inferred. As used in [9, 8] , we also use multicast probe traffic as end-to-end measurements in this paper. The key idea underlying this approach is that receivers sharing common paths on the multicast tree associated with a given source will see correlations in their packet losses or delays. The multicast topology and internal loss performance can thus be inferred based on the shared loss or delay statistics on transmitted probe packets. However, we find that the prevalent method to estimate correlation used in [2, 6, 7, 8, 12] for siblings identification may produce fault results in the cases discussed in Section 3. Therefore, we propose the approach of hamming distance-based classification in this paper which is based on hamming distance of sequences on receipt/loss of probe packets maintained at each pair of sibling nodes. Moreover, we propose a hamming distance matrix approach to effectively identify the network internal loss performance. It is more simple and easier to implement by applying the approach we proposed in this paper than previous work as discussed in [3, 11] . In our simulation, the efficiency and effectiveness of the hamming distance based topology inference approach is validated.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problem is stated. New contributions are given for overcoming existing problems in Section 3, and simulation is also given in this section. Section 4 proposes a hamming distance matrix for loss performance identification. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Problem Statement
As presented in [8] , we model the physical multicast tree by a tree comprising actual network elements (the nodes) and communication links connecting them.
Let T = (V, L) denote a multicast tree with node set V and link set L. The root node 0 is the source of probe packets, and R ⊂ V denotes the set of leaf nodes representing the receivers. A link is said to be internal if neither of its endpoints is the root or a leaf node. Each non-leaf node k has a set of children node
Let a(U ) denote the nearest common ancestor of a node set U ⊂ V . Nodes in U are said to be siblings if they have the same parent, i.e., if
, and the receiver set
For each link an independent Bernoulli loss model is assumed with each probing packet being successfully transmitted across link k with probability p k . Thus the progress of each probing packet down the tree is described by an independent copy of a stochastic process X = (X k ) k∈V as follows. X 0 = 1, X k = 1 if the probing packet reaches node k ∈ V and 0 otherwise. If
is called a loss tree. P T,p denotes the distribution of X on the loss tree (T, p). We use a boolean variable X (i) k to denote the loss measurement of node k for ith probe packet. For n probe packets, the 0-1 sequence maintained on the node k is denoted by {X
Thus the problem is: given the measurements performed between the root node and receivers X (i) R , how to infer the multicast network topology T = (V, L) and its internal loss performance.
Hamming Distance-based topology identification
We begin the section with discussing the main idea behind existing algorithms for topology inference and we point out a problem that affects them. We then introduce hamming distance approach to overcome this problem. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, hamming distance-based classification approach can play the role on identifying siblings in BLT algorithm [8] .
When a probe packet is sent from the root of the multicast tree, several copies are generated at each router encountered. When a copy of probe packet i reaches node k, X
k is set to 0, indicating that node k doesn't receive any copy of probe packet i. For those internal routers, X (i) k is 1 if the ith probe packet reaches it and 0 otherwise. In practice, X
l because the internal node is said to receive a probe packet surely if any receiver descended from it receives the probe packets. Thus, each node obtains a "0-1" sequence {X
We can hence compare the correlation between the sequences so as to reconstruct the multicast network topology and infer the internal link characteristics.
In the previous work such as [8, 7, 6, 12] , the product of the probabilities of successful transmission on all the links between the root 0 to node k, denoted by A(k) = Π j k p j , is widely used in topology inference from measured end-toend loss. A(k) = Π j k p j is the product of the probabilities of successful transmission on each link between k and the root 0. If the probability of one probe packet is successfully transmitted from the root to the nearest ancestor node of a receivers subset is minimized, the receivers are considered as siblings. This approach comes down to minimizing the following common form.
In practice, A(i, j) is estimated by A (n) (i, j) as follows:
where X
. Each probability in Equation (1) is estimated by the observation from n probe packets,
As n goes to infinity, A (n) (i, j) is consistent with A(i, j), i, j ∈ V . However, with a finite number of probe packets, the estimation may cause obvious mistakes as shown in Figure  1 when determining whether two nodes are siblings. (H d (·, ·) ) and the previous estimated function(A (n) (·, ·)) for each pair node
According to estimated value A (n) (i, j), if receiver j loses a lot of probe packets, the value of A (n) (i, j) will be very small, even smaller than the value between i and its actual sibling, e.g., A
(n) (a, c) < A (n) (a, b) because of great loss at receiver c. Even when the number of probe packet increases, such bias cannot be eliminated completely. Because the estimated probability in Equation (2) doesn't equal to the true probability unless the number of probe packets is infinite. In order to reduce the bias with a finite number of probe packets, we propose our hamming distance classification approach.
The hamming distance between nodes p and q is defined as the number of different bits between their sequences, which is given in the following equation, where "⊕" is the exclusive-OR operator.
For instance, the hamming distances of each pair sequences in Figure 2 are computed.
is congruent with what the figure shows obviously because node a and node b are siblings in the real network which failed to be inferred by the value of A (n) (a, b) and A (n) (a, c). According to the real network, the node pair of b and a are siblings, b and c are non-siblings. The hamming distance approach distinguishes the sibling and non-sibling with different values successfully. However, A (n) (i, j) cannot mark out the differences between the pair sequences with 7 probe packets in Figure 1 .
In the multicast network, the nearer two nodes are located, the more similar two "0-1" sequences they maintained are. The reason for such phenomenon is that the probe packets from the root to the receivers may pass many common links. If the receivers are siblings, the paths the probe packets pass from the root to their parent nodes are the same. Therefore, the correlation of two "0-1" sequences between a node and its siblings is greater than that of all other pairs of sequences between the node and its nonsibling node.
In order to infer the topology of the multicast network, all the siblings need to be identified correctly. That is, we should find out the similarity of each pair of sequences. The problem of identifying siblings in the multicast network can be stated as marking out the similarity and dissimilarity of all pairs of bit sequences. For a bit sequence, hamming distance is the simplest and most efficient method to identify the similarity and dissimilarity among different sequences.
Therefore, we use hamming distance to identify siblings for multicast network topology inference. The previous BLT algorithm can thus use hamming distance-based classification resulting in a more accurate topology with higher efficiency. The new algorithm based on hamming distance, we call HDLT, follows a similar strategy to the BLT algorithm with the following key modifications. The receiver pairs are selected by finding i, j such that
is minimized. This selection criterion is superior to the previous one not only in efficiency, but also in accuracy which is obvious in Figure 2 . 
Hamming Distance Matrix for Loss Performance Analysis
In this section, a hamming distance matrix is defined at first. Based on the matrix, we will discuss how to analyze the network internal loss performance.
As we have given above, each receiver maintains a 0-1 sequence which is denoted by {X
We assume the number of receivers in a multicast network to be l. For simplicity, let d ij denote the hamming distance between receiver i and j, i.e., d ij = H d (i, j) . Denote D to be the hamming distance matrix. Then D is defined as follows:
Obviously, the matrix is a symmetric matrix, that is,
And it is also easy to know d ij = 0 if i = j. Apart from these properties, the matrix implies more information. For instance, if receiver i and j are siblings, d ij is supposed to be smaller than d ik , k = j and k = i. More generally, the nearer two nodes are located, the smaller their hamming distance is supposed to be because their sequences are more similar due to more shared common link condition which we have discussed in Section 3. Therefore, such a hamming distance matrix shows a lot of information on internal topology in the condition that those internal links have different congestion and loss situation. Now let's see what this matrix can do for loss performance analysis and even identification. Since we have inferred the multicast network topology in Section 3, how to discover the loss performance based on the topology is now concerned. For clearly clarifying the applications of the hamming distance matrix in loss performance analysis, we firstly consider a network where only one link causing severe loss as Figure 3 . Link s in Figure 3 loses a lot of packets. All other links work in good condition. According to the hamming distance matrix in Figure 3 , we can easily find the hamming distances between 1 and any of the rest receivers are very great, while the hamming distances among receiver 2, 3 and 4 are quite similar and small. Then we can infer that the nearest common link of receiver 2, 3 and 4 work in poor condition.
As for a network where internal links condition may be very complex, we need to transform the matrix into several blocks according to different values of components in the matrix. Usually we classify the components by an experience difference which depends on how many probe packets are sent in total. With the experience difference, we can do elemental transformation on the hamming distance matrix and obtain a matrix in several regular blocks. The receivers are accordingly classified into several groups. Thus we can infer all the possible bad links in the topology according to those classified receivers by blocks easily. For example the network topology, the hamming distance matrix and the transformed matrix are given in Figure 4 , we aim to analyze the link loss performance and locate the ill-performing link easily.
Figure 4: Hamming distance matrix and matrix in blocks
There is a group including receiver 1, 4 and 5 which receive almost all the probe packets. This group is called base group which can be easily identified by the 0-1 sequence maintained by any receiver in this group. The links in the path from the source to the receiver in this group all works in good condition. We find all other groups have the common property, that is, the hamming distance between any receiver in these group and any receiver in base group is very great while the hamming distance between the receivers in each group is very small. These groups are called loss group. We can then decide the link connecting to the nearest common ancestor node of each loss group is one of the links who are causing severe loss. In the topology of Figure 4 , link 13, 6 and 14 are links we aim to identify. While all other links work well in this network.
Therefore, if we can transform a hamming distance matrix into blocks according to the value of components, the receivers are classified into several groups. Then we can determine a base group which include those receivers who receive almost all probe packets, i.e., there isn't any links causing big loss in the path from the source to these receivers. And apart from this group, there are many loss groups. The link connecting to the nearest common ancestor node of each loss group are identified as those links where severe loss is caused. By this means, a hamming distance matrix D of a network can help to analyze and identify the network internal loss performance. Moreover, a phe-nomenon which values our attention is that there are usually only a few links who are in poor condition in a large scale network in practice. Therefore, the components in hamming distance matrix usually appear to be different obviously and can be classified very easily.
Conclusion
We have discussed how to discover multicast network internal characteristics in this paper. We apply hamming distance of sequences on receipt/loss of probe packets maintained at each pair of nodes to topology and loss performance inference from end-to-end measurements. With a finite number of probe packets, the topology inferred by the new approach has been found to be more accurate and efficient than those inferred by the previous algorithms in our simulation. As to internal loss performance analysis, we defined a hamming distance matrix, which has shown potential usage and benefit to internal loss identification.
